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Abstract

Growing industrialization and resource depletion induced the research of new clean up technologies
that provide implementation of renewable, low cost waste materials. In the last few decades, agro
industrial lignocellulosic waste biomass (LCW) appeared as an attractive feedstock worldwide. LCW’s
abundance, multi functionality and low cost have influenced many investigations in the field of its
renewable potential. 

This thesis summarizes the investigation of the main LCW characteristics that affects its sorption
properties  and  thermal  behavior.  For  these  purposes,  peach  (Prunus  persica  L.)  stones  (PS)
originating from local food industry were chosen. PS composition and high caloric value enable its

usage as sorbent as well  as fuel,  but high water and
mineral content make combustion process challenging.
These  difficulties  might  be  overcome  by  its
implementation as  a  sorbent,  and  after  regeneration
and  exhausting,  as  a  fuel.  The  special  attention  was
paid on structural  changes induced by PS mechanical
treatment.  PSs  were  processed  in  vibratory  disc  mill
(PS-V)  and  ultra-centrifugal  mill  (PS-C)  and
characterized by XRD, BET, SEM and FTIR spectroscopy.

It was shown that vibrational mill produced smaller and more reactive particles with the less CrI and
HBI. In opposite, specific surface area of the PS-C was bigger than that of the PS-V. The total pore
volume was about threefold, while the volume of micro pores was 9,29 times higher in PS-Cs than in
PS-Vs.  Sorption of Cu(II) was studied in a batch sorption system, with special attention on following
operational parameters: particle size, pH, time, initial sorbent concentration, sorbent/sorbate (M/V)
ratio and temperature. The kinetic of Cu (II)  sorption was tested through various kinetic models:
pseudo-first,  pseudo-second order,  Elovich  equation,  Boyd,  Weber  Morris  and  Urano Tachikawa
intraparticle  diffusion  model.  It  was  shown  that  Cu(II)  sorption  occurs  through  combination  of
intraparticle and film diffusion mechanism.  Equilibrium experimental results were fitted to Langmuir,
Freundlich, Sips, Toth and Dubinin–Radushkevich adsorption isotherms. The activation parameters
were  calculated  using  Arrhenius  and  Eyring  equations.  Using  equilibrium  data  at  different
temperatures, thermodynamic parameters ΔG0, ΔH0 and ΔS0 were calculated, suggesting that the
sorption of Cu(II) on PS is spontaneous and endothermic process with increased randomness during
the sorption. The isosteric heat of sorption (ΔisoH) has suggested the non-uniformity of PS surface
and lateral interactions among the Cu(II) ions sorbed. Desorption experiments have confirmed the
reusability of PS for five cycles, without losing and even improving its sorption capacity. The thermal
behavior of PS has been investigated in oxygen atmosphere by TG analyses.  The determination of



activation  energies  (Ea)  was  performed  by  model  free  methods:   Kissinger  method  and
isoconversional methods: FWO and KAS.  Ea values determined by FWO and KAS were not constant
in  function  of  conversion  indicating  the  complexity  of  thermal  decomposition  and  the  reaction
mechanism,  which  cannot  be  described  by  a  single  reaction  type  for  the  entire  process  of
degradation.  Results  presented  here  might  serve  as  a  base  for  practical  application  of  this
lignocellulosic material type both in sorption processes as well as in its thermal reusability.   
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